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PROFESSIONAL | BR 35/12 C BP

THE RACE IS ALWAYS  
WON IN THE CORNERS.
The extremely agile and mobile compact scrubber.
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Perfect means simple and clean

 Changing and cleaning the squeegee blade is easy

2
 You are in control

 Adjust the down pressure with the turn of a knob

 Brush speed is automatically increased with down pressure adjustments

3
 Taking efficiency to the next level

 Eco!efficiency mode utilizes energy and resources more efficiently

 Extend run times by 50%, and reducing noise by approximately 40%.

4
 Brush replacement made easy

 No tool brush replacement

  Easily change to the appropriate brush stiffness for the job

5
 Color coded operator controls

  Yellow signifies daily operation controls

 Light gray highlights service areas

6
 Quick disposal

 Dirty water tank easily detaches for quick disposal of dirty solution

Thanks to the innovative steerable cylindrical scrub deck, the BR 35/12 C Bp can clean adjacent to the wall at a 90° angle. It can scrub in 

any direction making it the most practical scrubber for tight and congested areas. The steerable cylindrical scrub deck is an outstanding 

technical innovation: It can be horizontally rotated 200° in both directions, finally eliminating blind spots when cleaning! The height-

adjustable, telescoping and folding steering column allows any operator to set it to their most ergonomic working position. The folding 

steering column and eyelet tie-down points also makes it easy to secure for transport. 

Extremely agile and mobile.
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Technical specifications and order numbers.

ACCESSORIES
Order No. Description

 4.037-031.0 Cylindrical Brush, red, medium

 4.037-036.0 Cylindrical Brush, white, soft

 4.037-037.0 Cylindrical Brush, orange, high/low

 4.037-038.0 Cylindrical Brush, green, hard

 4.037-039.0 Cylindrical Brush, black, very hard

 4.762-009.0 Cylindrical Pad cylindrical shaft

 6.369-053.0 Cylindrical Pads on sleeve, yellow, soft

 6.369-047.0 Cylindrical Pads on sleeve, red, medium

 6.369-052.0 Cylindrical Pads on sleeve, green, hard

 4.037-040.0 Cylindrical microfiber pad, for daily cleaning of delicate surfaces including LVT and stone tile

 4.037-035.0 Squeegee blade set, standard, oil-resistant, polyurethane

 6.654-294.0 Lithium-ion battery, 21 Ah

 Included   Optional

EQUIPMENT
Order No. Description

1.783-454.0 BR 35/12 C Bp, fourteen inch scrubber with cylindrical brushes

BR 35/12 C BP
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Cleaning path/width in 14

Brush type clyindrical/disc/pad cylindrical

Brush quantity units 1

Brush diameter in 3.8

Suction bar (squeegee) width in 18

Drive pad-assist/traction brush-assist

Solution/recovery capacity gal 3/3

Theoretical/practical productivity sq. ft/hr 15,069/10,550

Operating noise level - std/Eco! mode dBA 66/62

Battery charger shelf/on-board on-board

Battery runtime - std/Eco! mode min 66/90

Battery charging time hrs 1-3

Battery lifetime-est charging cycles x thousands 3

Brush contact pressure lbs 29

Brush speed rpm 700-1,050

Vac motor rating watts 280

Vac motor suction cfm 42

Waterlift in of water 32

Weight with batteries lbs 77

Dimensions (LxWxH) in 39 x 18 x 51
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Please contact us for more information:

Kärcher North America
4555 Airport Way 
Denver, CO 80239
U.S.A.

Tel. 888-805-9852 
Fax 800-248-8409 

www.karcher.com/us 

Kärcher Canada
275 Pendant Drive 
Mississauga, ON L5T 2W9
Canada

Tel. 905-672-8233
Fax 905-672-3155

www.karcher.ca 0
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